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WHAT THE FACTORY WANTS
By J. B. BusBy
(Herts. and Beds. Co-operative Bacon Factory, Ltd.,
Hitchin)
How many times have we heard said, " The Factories cannot be
uaanimous and tell t}te Producer what thev want : if t.hev had done
so, Producers would have made provision for doing th;ir part,,?
I venture to -say, can you conceive to-day, any Fictory tiking astrong Iine in breeds, or anything rhat mal.iend t-o upset tlie retati6ns
with their clients ? -
. I_t is purely an educational standpoint, and although good work
has been achieved by many individuat efforts, you ca;no-t sav that
any nationally organised iducation, embracin[ all sides hai been
attempted.
- I-hope to-day's meeting may be thc beginning of some such
development.
True, both producer and curer have had advice from almost every
angle, and from persons propounding theories, based largely on their
special vested interest. I trust vou will excuse me if in-mv oaoer I
appear to be egotistical, but it is with a desire to help if p6slibie.
What Does a Bacon Factory Require ?
May I enumerate the points as follows :
-(l) -{ steadl-supply o( pigs, week in. rveek out. nor a spasmodicand fluctuating one. A factory cannot possibll.be successftrl unless
its output is nearll' 100 per cent. and steady, and it must receive:
. (2) A good length pig of as early maturity as possible, taking all
circumstances into account.
(3) The pig produced must have a proper and definite amount
of lean meat, and in proportion the requisite amount oI rat, whether
it be on back or belly.
(4) The pig must kill out at a weitht which is as near uniform as
possible, govemed by my point No. 2, and must sbow a far greater
uniformity than at present is being produced.
(5) Pay definiie attention to shoulder and depth of belly, which
are points, to which quite naturally our grocer friends attaih great
importance.
(6) Pay strict attention to feeding, i.e., the feeding of a balanced
ration and the rationing of such feeds. Especially is this necessary if
you take note of point No. 3.
(7) Pay greater attention to cleanliness.
(8) Far greater attention and education on feeding and selecting
oI breeding stock ; the only method by which results can be obtained
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is, in my opinion, recording oI all breedirg stock, govemed by a
recognised authority.
I may have got ttrese points somewhat out oI order, and for this
you will perhaps excuse me. Now let me put belore you my view as
io how tLe Danes have tackled the problem, which u'e ktow t}rey
have done very successfully. f, for one, will never admit that we
cannot, in this country, achieve equally sood, if not better results,
given the time, organisation, and to some extent a closer co-operation
with those sections of agricultural control, which are allied to pig
production, i.e., milk, and cereals and, last of all, fresh pork.
How the Darus Haoe Secured. the Pertect Bacon Pig
(l) I am given to understand the Danes were, in the
early stages of their organisation faced with this problem, and only
oveicame it by controlling every pig when it came bacon rn'eight. We
sav, " But we have oui large pork market to consider." This in
my opinion would right ilseli In the early da-vs Copenhagen, like
London to{ay, would not take a singed pig for pork. To{.ay if an
unsinged pig is sent to ttle Copenhagen market, it fetches less than a
singed one, surely a reply to any criticism of our Smithfield exPerts.
Control may also mean centralized pig slaughteries, surel]' a steP in
the right direction.
(2) How did the Danes secure what they term their
pure bred bacon pig ? First, by selecting their own cross-bred sows,
called the I-andrace, which I feel sure has a touch oI Swedish, is a fair
length with shorter legs than our Large White, more after the Wessex
or Essex Saddleback in tength and type. These were then crossed
with selected Yortshire Large \!'hites from England.
They then select the best ty'pe of bacon pig, out of this cross, for
their boan, only coming back to the Yorkshire White Boar when
needing fresh blood.
They seem to select for boars the longest pigs which show a little
shoulder, but which, in my opinion, is counteracted by length, and
getting the maturing stage for killing to Iive months. They are
definitely slowed up at present on account of the quota, but we need
to pay strict attention to maturity, which conditions here will
demand at from six to six-and-a-half months.
(3) The Danes make definite educational arrangements for the
correct leeding of proteins to sovs, pigs when suckling, and weaners.
Hence as far as practicably possible weaners never lose their baby
rlesh, and once they get started the proper grorth of lean meat and
muscle development must come. You must lay the foundation of a
lean carcase; so many people come all to pieces here. I do not
say there are no exceptions in Denmark. I saw some weedy, small
pigs there, such as I have seen here; but having a decent percentage
of good pigs to start on the Danes pay strict attention to rationing a
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known feed with the highest possible amount of proteins, such as
meat with blood meal.
(4) The Danes, in my opinion, realized that the greatest
uniformity can be obtained by early maturity, and tend to slaughter
pigs before rather than after the normal change takes place for
reproduction. Thus they make a definitely low live weight of 200 lb.
starved, rvhich would give from 7 score l0 lb. to 8 score dead weight,
or 60 lb. to 64 lb. sides of bacon.
(5) This is answered in Point No. 2 as to how the Danes select
their pigs by length, which govems shoulder and depth oI belly.
(6) The feeding by the Danes I have dealt with in No. 3, but
I must say that I saw a few pigs krocked off their feet in Denmark.
I do not see hortr you can get a system that will do for I00 per cent.
oI the pigs on any producers'premises.
(7) Cleanliness. The Danes pay far greater attertion to this than
is generally understood here. Cleanliness oI sties, greater fall in
floor towar& draining part of pen, and d5mess oI sties, eliminating
as far as possible draughts ; and great care in having clean feeding
utensils and troughs.
Strict attention is given to construction of floors in order to avoid
damp striking through, but so far as houses are concerned I believe
the Danes only have heated and closed houses out oI necessity, owing
to their situation ard windswept country.
(8) A high standard of agricultural education is provided at the
Danish High Schools, and full use is made of the training there
received. Boys who look for a responsible position on the land attend
these schools as a matter of course, and they appl,v- their knowledge
to their farming problems, and irl particular to rationing of livestock.
It is dificult to get any idea of their rations, but in my opinion
they feed according to the cheapness of cereals and what is available,
bearing in mind what has been officially drilled into them.
They have skimmed milk in plenty, which is an early advantage.
One ration I did get was as follows :
30 per cent. wheat.
30 per cent. rye.
30 per cent. barley.
l0 per cent. meat, blood, and bone meal, witi separated roi&' as liquid.
You may say, " This would Iinish a1l my pigs off," but you must
understand they have evolved a pig to stand a strong protein.
They generally leed three times per day, assuming, I suppose,
a little and often, and iI food is not consumed in 20 to 25 minutes,
it is taken away.
What a trouble for a few pigs ! But I can assure you that men
sending 20 pigs to the factory in six months are as anxious as the
big producer to do t}re job cleanly, and thoroughly to satisfy the
English public, who are in their opinion the people to please. WIen
I was over they were praying that the English producer would so Iar
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neglect the pig business as to defeat our Bacon and pig llarketing
Schemes, and so a.llortr the Danes to come back to l& per ;;i.
production.
.. 4r-" *g heading for-this, or are we to tighten our belts and facethe job, which.we can do by all pulling togeiher ? It is co_operation,
not udruduallsm, that will solve manv of our dimcdties- -
There are o-ne or two things, if timi permits-which I would lile
to put to you for future consideration and discnssion.
No. l- Where do we fall short in our English pie received as
against the bacon ty?e produced by Denmark-? Thisls a lerv big
question and one wnlih ue all try toivade ; but do not mistat<e ir" fi
what I may say-or.put Iorward. I have no axe to grind, just a simple
mind trying to build up my case.
I tried to illustrate in point No. p how the Danes attained the
almost perfect ty,pe oI bacon pig by selection of breeding stock in the
mttial stages by strict recording, etc. As noted in poinl g these are
purely educational matters, whiah we must ofnecessity take notice of.
The Danes, in my opinion, went to ar enorrnous am'ount oI trouble
irl the selection of the Yorkshire Large White boar, and tt * t-r"
the litters produced, from their cross with the Landiace. oicked oui
only those boars for breeding which gave the reouired leneth rtenih
of belly and good ham. Again with gilts thev onir.nicked"orrt'a ri..,.
showing fineness of bone, fair hami, depth of beliv commen.uiai"
with lenglh ofpjg, and nor too much da1.[sht under"the 
"1"- 
ff."i.t _
ing the length of leg as govemed bv the tim.
" Ah," you wrll say, " you wili soon have the whole Dis rme fo
t1'pe." Exactly ; and who amongst us all will come intd fie arena
with this, the tpe of bacon pig required, and give a reasonablv
rntell,gent exposition of how to secure it ?
Now then, where are our breed societies ? Manv will sav- that is
the answer, there are too many breeds in tbe couitry , ,t '.;"*. ;
easl to leave it there : but I venture lo sugAest that v"ou can eet br.
selec.tion and recording, a good bacon pig fr-o"m almosi anv ..o.'" "iihpossiDty the exceptton ol two or three, which honestlv I do nor
consider $-orth persevering with for baconers. We hav-e abundani
proof of our producers gett int a t)?e with good ham. \4?ry ? Because
we have done tt trom tlme immemorial. yet how manv oI our oips
e-ven Grade A. Class I, will compete with Danish in sh6ulder, sie're
lhel are.l,i lb. ro 2 Ib. iighter than our lightesl, taking even.thinglnto consloerallon-
This selection of pig to give light shoulder without the loss of
stamina or heart room, is in my opinion an achievement that car
only be attained by a stricter attention to details I have Dointed out-
and will not be achieved in one years'hard work and irivestieration.
These points are, in my mind, where our wealcress lies. in iettine
dorrr to a ty,pe of baconer with a light sboulder. and tnen maiine ii
necessary lor the producer to send in his pig at a maximum weiehi of
200 Ib. live weight, as outlined in poiit-1. It is not underitood
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properly how much change takes place in a pig alter its first stage of
maturity for reproducing purpos€s, and l9O lb. dead weight is
alJog€ther. too healy. This is a very big handicap and is not given
the attention it should have.
The question of pure bred Large White as against some form of
cross, I think must be left to the actual producer as to what he can
best Bet on with, but we must have two-thirds Large White and
one-third any other breed, true to t1ape. In my opinion the Wessex or
Essex are the nearest to the t]?e desired by the Danes.
I have seen pure bred Large Whites with appalling shoulders,
from- Grade A Class I pigs, so you will see how the t5ape must pre-
dominate.
Another matter is the marketint o{ pigs. I think the time must
come for all pigs to to through certain centres agreed upon, and those
unsuitable for bacon, as in Denmark, should be sent forward on to
the fresh meat markets, so as to get the better proportion of suitable
pigs made into bacon. If there is time I will try to give you details
later.
In conclusion I think there are two things most important to pig
producers, that are a source of annoyance and a cause of a lof of
mistrust.
I refer to the bell1, measurement, which I think should be done
away with, and three back fat measurements introduced like ttre
Danish. I1 it is a question of alteration in basic price why not Iace
it properly, not try to evade it : evasion causes no end of trouble.
Second, the question of tolerance. This is a very vital matter to
the producer who, I think, would be much better off with a lower
weitht in class I with a l0 per cent. tolerance.
There is quite a lot to be done on the factory side, and we are,
at Hitchin, trying to bring the factory up to date and to the highest
possible efliciency. I u ould like to extend on behalf of the Directors.
an invitation to the factory on completion of alterations which we
hope will be in about two months.
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CARCASE QUALITY AND BREED-
ING FOR IT
By JorN HAMMoND, F.R.S.
(School of Agriculture, Carnbridge)
Brronr considering the various points of carcase qualit\-in bacon
pigs it is advisable to say a few words on breeding. A breider u.ould
do well Iirst to find out what are the weak spots in his pigs from the
grading reports of factories, from the reports of the locai Fig Record-
ing Society, or from the score cards oflhe carcase tests calrried out
by wariorrs Societies ?"d Shows. Find out $-hat are the most impor-
tant faults first and tben get a boar which is particularly good in 
-this
respect;where such a boar is to be found can be determined by the
salne means.
A waming should be given here, however, to makc swe that,
before _condemning tbe breediag stock, the feeding and management
are right (such as getting quick groMh in the young stock, i.raking
good gains for food fed, i.e., putting on lean meat iather than fatl
and feeding suficient proteins and accessory lood factors), for, if
these are not, then no matter how well-bred the pigs are ihey will
have no chance of showing what they can do, and buj,ing gooditock
will not help to put thingi right.
Now let us consider the various points which go to make up good
carcase quality. Tbese are mainly a matter oI body proportio:ns-and
compo,sition, on rvhich unfortunatcly very little risiarih work has
been done in this country since Lawes ind GitUert's fundamental
experiments.
The body proportions and composition do not remain constant
but change as the pig grows up. In the pork twe of pig thev change
quickly so that they are right ji.e., witn Smatt irioportioi of head aid
bone and trigh proportion of loin and lean me.t,'..ith just the right
amount of fat-* inch over the loin) for ttre I-ondon tirade at iO-lb.
carcase weight (:95 lb. live weight), but in the bacon tlT,e tbese
same proportrons are not attained until lbO lb. carcase weight
(:20O lb. Iive weight). That is, ir? tlolonioas req ired by-thc
cons mlr are the sanz for both polh ard 5*6r p;gs, bui the u ei!fu at
ohich thc he.o lyhef anil)e at thase ?rcpodion{dilfels, the one fuing
early maturing and the other late maturing. The differences between
pork pigs -an{ bac91 pigs are mentioned because so many oI our
farmers, who have hitherto been catering for the local pork market,
are u_orr beginning t9 ta.ke up the producEon oI bacon p-igs and they
should realize the difference between tbe two ty?es. ilri pork (ani
!".d) typg tends to be small and blocky whii6 the bacon q,ie is
larger and more rangy. Within any one breed, however, thi ty,pe
l0
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can be changed by selection, as has b€en done with t}re poland{hina
in the United States, although for commercial purposes this result
can be achieved quicker by crossing with an appropriate breed.
Before considehng the iarcase itieU, there ar6 trio factors which
are of economic importance in the production o{ the bacon Dis:(ll The carcase percintage, or Ioss frori-r live to carcase weight. tb"is
naturally varies with the amount of food in ttre stomach -and with
lhe weight of the pig, ranging from ?2 per cent. oI carcase to live at
95 lb. live weight, to 80 per cent. at 200 lb. and 82 per cent. at 2EO
lb. Ior the average pig. A high degree of fatneis increases the
carcase pelce-ntage, and so for bacon pigs the highest percentage is
1o-t llways the best and tlere is an oplimum circase- percentige ;this is, for a pig of 20ll220 lb. live weight, about 75 per ciirt.
calculated on unstarved farm weight and7a per cent. oi stawed
weight before slaughter.
(!) The bacon Pefc? lage, or loss from carcase weight to bacon
weight. As there is less loss of weight during curingin the fatter
than in the leaner carcasses, the lighter carcasies (which are usually
the leaner) lose less than the heavier; for example, the average losi
varies from 28 per cent. in carcasses of 105 lb. to 2l per ce-nt. in
carcasses of 215 lb. Given carcasses of equal u.eights and degrees
of fatness, however, the loss from carcase weight to bacon I'iight
shows a difference of 3 per cent. or more between different bre6ds
and individuals due to the coarseness of bone and weight of head
which have to be removed before the carcase is made into bacon.
The various points required in the carcase are as follows, in
approximately this order of importarce :
(a) Thir bach fal-the back fat forms a good measure of the fat-
ness oJ the carcase generally and nowadays the public do not require
verj'fat meat. The fat is always thickest over the shoulder and for
requirements to-day the fat here should measure l* inches or less.
As i1 th9 young pig the shoulders are well developed ard tbe loin
poorly developed (see belorr) as compared with a mature auimal,
so tlle Iat is much thicker at the shoulders thar at the loin in a young
pig, and the difference in ratio bet$een these two parts gradually
narrows as the pig grou's up. Thus a back fat gradually tapering
from the shoulder to loin is a sign of a carcase which has not yet
attained its full maturity and fatness ; such carcasses are required for
bacon production. Since the pork t)?es are small, short, blocky-, and
early maturing tley usually carr].' more back fat at 200 lb. live
weight than do the larger, longer and later maturing bacon types ;
by lengthening the pig the chances of getting too thick back fa"t are
reduced (see below). On the sarne {eed gilts usually grade better
than hog pigs as regards back fat measurements.
(b) A thich slreak (ooer 1l inchesl @ith thichness oJ lean meat. A,
thick streak can be obtained in two ways (l) by fattening to a
bigh degree, and (2) by developing the thickness of the muicle or
Iean meat. It is the latter which is required by the public and hence
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under ttre Pig Marketing Scheme a pig only gets into grade A when
both the streak is thick and the back fat is thin. It itthis develoD-
ment of the thickness of lean meat without getting too much fat in
our pigs which is the main problem in pig prdduction today.
On exa.rnining a large number of pigs Cu[ through at the l;in flast
rib) o:re is stmck by the great differences betwCn them as regirds
ttre thicliness of the eye muscle and the amount of fat over i[. In
some the muscle is shrud<en and the space which it should occupy
is filled in with fat; experiments are riquired to find out why thi:
is so. A probable explanation is, in my opinion, that in such pigs
the grottrth has been slow or checked at the time the muscle sh6uld
have developed, just as calves which are allowed to lose their baby
flesb fail to produce the best beef. In the young pig bone growtir
reaches its maximum first, then muscle, while EGi fat makes its
maximum grouth. This forms one oI the reasons for weighing the
young pigs (under Pig Recording Society scbemes) at 8 weels old, for
it is at just after this time that the lean meat is developing and
pigs which grow well then will grade better than those whose dor*th
is checked at this stage. This rapid gro$th in the young pig is, iu
addition to the feed factors involved, a breed charactir^ b-oth as
regqqs th9 young pig itself and also with respect to the milking
qr:alities 
-of 
the sow, for young pigs will not make rapid grosth unlei
the dam has a plentitul supply of milk.
(c) Firmness o! fal.-Soft oilj, fat is objectionable to the consruner
and as firm a fat as can be produced is required. It is however mainly
irfluenced by leed rather tlan breed, except in so far as slow-growing
pigs tend to have ratber softer Iat than fast growing ones. - -
(d) Absetce of " Seed.y Cut." Seedy cut, which ionsists of black
pigment specks in the mammary gland, is quite harmless to eat but
is disliked by the trade as it makes the bacon appear to be mouldv.
and so the whole belly (of about 8 lb. per pig)-lias to be removed
before it is cured. The mammary glands are formed as a down-gro\trth
from the skin, so black-skinned pigs are liable to have this aefect.
Since_white is dominant (i.e., the first cross is mainly white, with a
few black spots or patches only) to black in inheritanie, those having
mainly black pigs would do well to cross their sorvs rith a white boai
Ior bacon production. The black and white breeds would also do well
to extend the white areas in their breed, especially on the underline ;
this ca.u be done by selection within the br&d. '
- -(e) Good_gan uons. What is meant by a good ham can be seen bylooking at tbe changes which appear as the pig grows up, at birtL
the ha"m is nearly all bone and poorly fleshed. while as it grows up
the bone becomes proportionallysmaller and the meat is " Iet down "
to the hocks- A good ham is one in which tlrese age changes are well
developed. Width of the buttock just below thelail is; character
which very much requires to be improved in our pigs, as it adds
much to the appearance of the gammon when the side is hr:ng up.
(l) Letgth fw Wcight. AWrt from the fact that a pig whii:h is
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long for its weight will tend to be less fat thaa one which is short for
its weight, length is required in order to give a large proportion oI
back cuts as compared with belly cuts, for the former are higher
priced than the latter. A thict streak (or belly) is required (so as to
form a good rasher) but not a long one ; this translated into terms of
the carcase and live pig means one which is not too deep at the time
of slaughter and one which has a clear cut straight underline; such
a pig will appear to be long Ior its weight. One requires a pig with
well sprung ribs rather than a deep flat-sided one. As has been
stated before, the depth of the pig increases in proportion to its
length as the pig grows up and this increase in depth is associated
with increase in fat content of the carcase. One requires to breed
the t-vpe of pig which at bacon $'eight (20O lb. live) has only just
begua to deepen, but which has not gone so far as the pork type does
at this \i'eight ; if the pig has not just begun to deepen, however, it is
liable to be deficient in thickness of streak, for thickness of streak is
partlv a question of maturity. It is the proportions of the body at the
weight at which the pig is to be killed, and not the adult proportions,
that matters, i.e., the breeding sow may be deep in proportion to
length provided her offspring are not too deep in proportion to length
at 20O lb. live weight.
(g\ Light Shoudels. The shoulder is a low-priced part of the
carcase as compared with the loin and consequently should be
reduced as far as possible. There is a natural tendency in pigs,
follorving their wild boar ancestor, to become healy in the shoulders
and light in the loin andthis fault willtendto creep in unlesscontinual
selection is made aeainst it.
(h) Fine Shin. A coarse skinned pig grows a thick rind which
detracts Irom the bacon when it comes to be sold.
^q.s in most of these commercial characters (1) the inheritance is
of the t]?e knowr as multiple factor or blending, that is, crosses
give intermediates which do not split out sharPly into thc two parent
tylpes again on crossing, (2) the qualities of the individual pig are
sb-affecied by the kind of nutrition it receives and (3) many of the
qualities caniot be determined until the pig is slaughtered, the only
means of ensuring a sound breeding poticy is that of. the ircgetuy test-
This consists of testing the offspring of the breeding stock for carcase
qualities and using the parents oI those which test out best to be the
sburce of the next generation of breeding stock. Needless to say when
such good breedin[ boars and sows are found they should be kept and
used ior as long as possible for producing breeding stock. It is impor-
tant, when these progeny tests are being made, that the nutrition
should be suited to develop the characters that are required, otherwise
little progress will be made by selection, for the quatity 99!cte{ {or
wiu ba limited by the nutrition and not by the breed qualities of t}re
animal.
In conclusion, a few words about the debated question oI pure
versus cross-breding. Pure breeding is the only real means by which
a
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our pigs can be_ improved permarently, by tire methods ouflined
above, and-by which tie required charicteri may be developed io a
hrgher pitch- -ft- thgy have ever attained before. Sincel in the
p.o.1ss.ol Jnls pu.re breeding and selection many animals uill beround r hrch do not come up to the standard in onl or other resoect
these can be made best use of commercially by crosri"e ;ih 
"nJt-h";breed which sup_plies those particular quaiii.s i" *-f,iJif,e iil$r*d
was oertcrent. Needtess to say two bad ind.ividuals of diflerent breeds
cro.ssed wl not produce good pigs, especiallywhen both have the sameq€recrs : good quahties car only be brought in by pure brce&. andthe.qrpe of crossbred animal produced must be-dependent on the
qua-htres developed in the pure breeds. No pure breed is absolrrtelv
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THE BREEDING AND FEEDING
OF BACON PIGS
By A. E. Law
(Newborough, Peterborough)
It was not without hesitation I accepted the kind invitation to read
a paper setting forth my opinions, and describing the methods of
breeding and Ieeding as practised at Newborough. Many of you will
perhaps know that I have attained a certain measure 6f suicess in
feeding and exhibiting commercial pigs of my own breeding.
This success has not been due to the study of scientific methods,
although t should be the last to deny that much practical use can,
and should be made of what science can teach us in the managEment
of our pigs.
I would advise anyone proposing to keep pigs, to sccure as full a
krowledge as possible of the theory, belore commencing the practice,
and ttren, if only in a small way to get the best possible equipment,
Ioods, etc., not forgetting $'ellbred pigs from a riliable source.
Were I commencing now, f should endeavour to carry out the
above advice, but I should not advise any of you to make a joumey
to Newborough to take a pattern for equipment.
My success with bacon pigs, I attribute chiefly to my market
experience, endeavouring to purchase pigs for bacon factories that
would as nearly as possible satisly the requirements of curer and
retailer. Knowing what is really required has made it easier for me
than for marly breeders producing bacon pigs.
Breed.ing Jor Bacon
We must take this first, and one of the most important essentials
in the production of Grade A bacon is the fact that your pigs must
be bed igbt. If the pig is not bred right you cannot make a baconer
however well you feed.
I have no desire to enter into any argument as to which is the best
breed or cross breed for bacon. I do think it would be easier if there
were not so many breeds to choose from.
Person ally I st i I I favo|ur a Pure-bred l.arye W hite, long in the body ,
short on the leg, wedge shaped, but the point at the right end,
straight top and tight underline (the barrel-shaped pig is never a
baconer) shoulders ald {ore-end fine, but not excessively so, because
it often means loss of constitution and light gammons as well. The
gammon should be full, especially just above the flank. If you get it
there, you can be sure that your pig is lean. It is unnecessary in an
assembly of practical men to emphasise the suPreme importanoe ol the
hoar -
It is not always the Strow-winning boar that gets the best com-
l5
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mercial pigs, Bc sute yout boar has a masudinc luad. yoo don't
often find a bad boar with a good head.
My breeding sor,ls run on a free range oI 30 acres and are with the
boar all the year round day and night. Sows come in about l0 davs
before farrowing to tet s€ttled down and accustomed to chanse 'of
feedhg. -I prefer indoor treatment for the young pigs, exceitingperhaps the summer months, when possibly outdoor'fa-rrowing mai
be preferable. When weaned I alwal.s like the young pigs indoori, anl
not more than I5 or so to run together. The best reiulti are generally





Pigs are weaned at eight weeks excepting in November, December
. January, when we usuallv allow lti weiks. y
Feediag
I ahzys think the feeder who has a good supply oI a by-product
or waste material t}lat can be used in faiily largt pioporticini can be
certain of a profit pig feeding all the time-.
Those who only have a standard meal
shorv a profit.
ration Ydll not always
Our stand-by is potatoes, which we use practically all the vear
round. I can mention others quite as useful if used u.iih d.iscreiion.
Milk either whole or separated, whey from the cheese factories, flesh-
one of the finest things to produce heav'y weighing lean oies.
All the above materially cheapen a iationl ani are surl to show
a good retum if carefully used in moderate quantities.
During tle war I fed a considerable num& of purchased stores on
stearned potatoes and fish meal only (95 per cent.-rntatoes and 5 Der
cent. Iish meal) and for pits over l-6 ivceis it is a'very useful tood if
introduced gradually.
My own meal ration, which is ground and mixed at home, consists
of wheat and barley @ per ce-nt. (at present the proponion is
35 pe-r cent. wheat and 25 p€r cent bailey), maize-I0 per cent.
(usually in the form of maize meal), wheatiirgs 17 per cent., soJa
meal 8 per cent. and fish meal 5 Der cent.
For suckling sows and *eaneis *e use two-thirds of the above
plus one-third wheatings and a little fish meal to balance the extra
wheatings.
The food for young pigs for the first three months of their life
should be the best obtainable, and the amount should be all thev
can clear up in the first l0 minutes after feeding. After that a,el
I do_ aot advise forcint them if a Grade A baconei is required.
If fed to full capacity you may get your pigs too fat, and sacrifice
length of carcase. 
-
_ The pig required Ior Wiltshire style bacon is not a finished pig
but a three{uarter one.
My general feeding practice is briefly as follows : WIen meal only
is being fed the pigs have two feeds per day. When potatoes ara
available, two feeds of steamed potato€s are given without water, and
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a drink of meal and water is given about midday as much as is
required. For green foods I use a little luceme, clover or kale. In-
pig sows at grass have raw potato€s only ; it is exceptional for them to
receive auy meal unless they come off heavy litters in low condition,
when l] lb. of meal is supplied.
I notice it is generally advised when using fish meal in a ration to
discontinue it {or the last month of feeding.
This I do not agree with if lean flesh is required-
I would rather increase than decrease, as it is that part of the
ration which is chiefly responsible for the formation of lean or
muscle.
Many substitutes {or fish meal are offered and rations without
it showing almost exactly the same analysis, but there must be an
indefinable somethiDg which anallsis does not show.
For young pigs anyrvay, I think lsi meal carrnol be equall,ed by
any other food.
Soya bean meal can be replaced satisfactorily by home-grown
beans, or p€as, but an increased percentage is necessar5r and also
at least 8 per cent. of fish meal.
A last word on feeding . . . but a most important one .
Your man must be lvilling and take a iively interest, or results will
not be satisfactory. A large proportion oI my success is undoubtedly
due to my man Charles Lake, who rears and feeds my show pigs, and
who I honestly believe could feed wirrrers uhatel) the ratiott.
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DOES IT PAY TO PRODUCE
GRADE A PIGS ?




DoES. it pay to produce Grade A pigs ? In order to find an answer
to this question- it is necessary to'iri'vestigate t*o o, tf,ree OEe.eni
approaches to the problem. Take. for example, the question of the
cost -of prodlction generally. Only those ,i,t " n."J "tt.rnpt"a-toobtaln detailed costs of prodlrctio-n _for bacon pigs how h&. verydifficult the whole subjeci is. The tullest in"".tiir?Ln oi tf," .uui"j.
however, is undoubtedly_that which was given toit by the Reorga;isaj! tedly t t i v reani a_
tron 
. 
(-ornmissipn lor Piqs -and 
pig products whose Repo"rt was
gublished in October, i
different sources the ger
p r r 1932. Having studied data froin manv
neral finding"of tte Commr-ssion on--ihis
sublect \r'as emMied in a formula uhich alloued the cost of produc_
tion to vary with t}e prices of feeding stuffs. Thii f";;iJ;i;t";
that the cost of production of a bacon pip could be taken as beins
equal to a. fixed.sum of 35_7 
- 
pe-r pig pldsIO.Bd. p"r..or" fr, 
"r:..iI/- per c\,!t. in the cost of food.
- Now if we calculate the cost price of bacon on this basis since the
scheme came into operation in November, 1938, we shall find that
the contract price for a basic pig uas higher than t}le formula orice
untrl about July, 1934. By that tirne the-contract orice was aooioxi-
mately the same as the formula price, but this still Ieft somlihine.
over lor a Grade A pig. Since tiat time the contract orice his
remarned v!ry low, while the price of feeding stuffs has isen con_
srderably. tsy October, lg34, the formula cosiwas I2s. 3d. oer score
whlle,the 
.contract _price (a{ter deducting for the curers' repal,rnent
lery_) had falien to I ls. 9d. In January of-this vear the cost oi fieding
stulls was grven a.s 9s. 2Id. per cu1. with a iorrespond.ine formuli
lrgure lor cost 
-oI 
practically l2s. I ld. The contraci price,-however,
was down to Ils. 3d. per score, a loss of about ls. gd. ber score rvhich
the bonus of ls. per score for Grade A piss was not fuee enorrsh to
cancel. For February the situation his"been less ;i., b;a'th1;;
was a difference of ts. 3d. per score *hi;h;;;iit il;";; i";;;
ls. bonus to overcome.
It is true that under the Ig35 contract terms the curers are eiwins
2d. per score on all pigs delivered durins the vear to be 
".i,1 
J"t "ia_level delivery basis bn all pigs deliveied in" the first fiur months
ol the year. 
- If supplies throughout the year are regular this willamo.unt to.about 6d. per scorJon pigs delivered fro"m January toApril : on the ottrer hand, a-s will be -diicussed later. it is ;ot Do;ible
to obtain 100 per cent. Grade A pigs: and a producer can Jonsider
l8
I
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himself very fortunate to avera€e out all pigs on a .,8 ,, basis.
I herelore, even taking the bonus as amounting to 6d. oer score. the
aver,age price to the producer does not show a irofit r-'de. feU"o*
condrtions. Another way of looking at the livel deliverv bonns i.
to realise that in the case of a producer who delivers faiitv reJ"i
quantities all t}re year round this bonus is reallv onlv eorial i'o rn
average of 2d. perscore for the whole year. In practice ihisamountii
consumed in administrative expenses.
A brief examination of thi lo\a. contract price shorrs that this
result is due to-the low price of bacon. While- the p."".nt 
"o"t.a"iterms are based to a certain extent on the Cornmission,s formula
they are also dependent directly on the wholesale price of *"o"
home-cured Wiltshire bacon. The contract price oniv agrees"wirh
the formula cost of production when bacon isieUine a[ tOis. +a- rrei
c\trt. At present prices of bacon, therefore, the evideice is that it dLs
uot pay to produce either Grade C or Grade A pigs.
. Tuming now to another aspect of the problern"let us assume the
srtuatron to be sucb that the contract price of a basic pig remairrs
steadily at something under the formula cost of productibn: but at;
figure under it less than the bonus for a Grade-A uis. This would
mean that by producing I00 per cent. of Grade A piss"rve could relv
on making a small profit. In asking ourselves whetheiwe can producl
l0O per ce,nt. Crade A pigs let us consider what exactl}. a Grade A
pig actually is. As at present defined by the conrract te-nns this is a
pl6. y.th l carcase weight llng betri,een certain defined limits,which has firm white fat, which does not show sims of fishv flavorrr
seedy cut, disease, bmises, emaciation, or physiial damas'e; which
is not a sow or pregnant gilt. and which coniorrns to certaii measure_
m€nts of back fat and belly thickness. While it has been the province
of other speakers to define in what quality of bacon carcase tonsists,
I wish to refer to the matter again loi a moment.
The cured side of Wiltshiie bacon is normallv divided into ten
different cuts. Of these, two forrn the gammon, h,io the fore-end and
six the " middle." The " middle " cuti again are grouped into three
Iorming the back and loin, and three which forir tlie bellv. The
three belly cuts are known as the thick streaky (in froni). thin
streaky (in the middle) and flank (behind). The teir cuts vary'ividely
in setling price according to their value to the consumer. A eenerat
relationship, however, is ascertainable between the price pei lb. of
of each of the cuts and the price per lb. of the whole side. ^ Roughly
speaking, when the price of a bacon side is about ls. per lb.l;.j.
when bacon is about I I2s. per crrt. ) t}le price oI flank shodld be abbut
8d. per lb., thin streaky about IId. per lb., and thick streaky about
ls. 2|d. per lb. The corresponding prices for prime back- on the
other hand would be about Is. 7d. per lb. (These prices. bv the wav_
are allowing for 15 per cent. gross irofit fo'r.the reltaiter.) "tne nant,
then, is with the exception of the fore-hock, the least valuable cut in
the whole side, while the thin streaky comes about sixth out of ten
a
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il the value per Ib. of the cuts. In addition the total weight of both
flan-k and thin strealgr only amounts to rather less than l0 per cent.
of the total weight of t]!e side.
Now if you will consider for a mornent the place at which tle
belly measurement is taken under the present iontract terms you
will perhaps see what I am aiming at. The contract states that " the
belly measurement shall be the thickness of the belly ll in. from
the belly edge opposite t}Ie joint between the fourth and fifth verte-
brae {rorr the curve." Because the backbone is removed in the process
oI curing it is not possible to demonstrate on a cured side just where
thismeasurement is taken, but by analogy it will be found tb be some-
where close to the division between the flank and the thin streaky.
In the Danish Testing Stations the belly is measured at three
points, and where similar measurements have been taken in this
country it has usually been lound that the smallest measurement is
obtained in the flank. 1Ihile the largest is lound in the thick strealq/.
Under British conditions, there{ore. the belly is measured at uhat is
virtually its thinnest point, while in Denmark and Sweden the belly
thickness is taken as the average of three measurements from the
thimest to the thickest point. Now, as I see it what we have to con-
pete with in this country is the production of lean sizeable Wiltshire
bacon abroad. Do the contract terms sutgest tbat our Grade A pigs
are simila.r to those which produce No. I Danish \4'iltshire sides ?
For Class I pigs, that is those with a cold dead weight of 140 to
170 lb., the Grade A qualifications are that the back fat must not
exceed l* in. while the bellv measurement must not be less than
l.[ in. If, however, one hrrnsio the measurements of Grade I pigs in
Denmark, which correspond to Class l, Grade A pigs in this country,
it will be found that they do not come up to the standard for Grade A
in respect of bellv measurement (see Table I ). Of 1,88O pigs measured
in the Danish Testing Stations last year and which wiri graded as
Grade I (i.e., Class I, Grade A), the average belly measurehent was
1.30 ins. This, it must be remembered, is the average figure for three
measurements, and will be greater than the single measurement
taken in the flank under British conditions. Even so this mears that
the belly measurement would only qualify for Grade C in this
country, the minimum being 1.5 ins. and hence, even if the back fat
nere satisfactor) the \rhole carcase could only be graded C. In
other words, \e'hat would be Grade A under Danish conaitions $-ould
only be Grade C under British conditions. This means t}lat in com-
petition with foreign imports the home producer is under a handicap
of two grades or ls. per score which amounts to about 7s. on the
average bacon pig.
Similar results have been obtained in Sweden and the following
excerpt from a report by Axelson t may be quoted here :
I Ei ge Resultate der Schweinema-stkotrholle in Malmohus I-aD. Joel
Ax€lson. Z. Ziichtg-: B, Tietziichtg. u. Ziichtsbiol, 8d. 28. Heft 2. S- 157-315
I
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" Correlation betweeo thc lalious gtofie/ries oJ bacott figs_thickussof bclJy atd grading-"
" For the correlations between thiclrress of bellv and gradine the
following coeficients were obtained :
': -0.189 a0.05o0r: -0.218 +0.0482t: -o.M6 +0.06t5
Large Mrite Brced Males
PeEales
'' From this it will be seen t]rat all three coefficients are nee"ative
and significant, and they show therefore that the thinner the"bellv
the higher the grading of tIe side and zrra aezsc. This result aooear,"s
to contradict the well-limown fact that in pig breedirg it is d ihick
belty which is striven after, in order to obtaiir Sacon of h'jeher oualitv
The result, however, is perfecfly correct and tinds its ei;lan;tion in
the-relationshjp by which a thicker belly is associated wiih a thicker
back fat, and as the thickness of the back fat is of far greater im-
portance in grading than the thickness of belly it follows that a
thicker belJy is associated with a lower grading'althoush a thicker
!eU.V !y itself, purely from the point oi quali{,, is ceriainly to be
desired-
" The sa.me result is obtained if the average value of the bellv
thickress-of the- different grades is recorded. These average value's




'' These average values show that the thinnest bellv measurements
are given by the best qualigr bacon- This result, ioo, agrees *ith
the earlier Danish and Swedish investigations."
These Scandinavian figures, scientifically arrived at, only confirm
what has already been known in this country, namely that in se-
lecting {or the British market, foreign bacon producers have placed
the greatest of emphasis on a tiin back fat and while striving to get
as thick a streak as possible they have refused to select on this balis
because of its effect on back fat.
It is easy to ulderstand that in the case of ttre Midland bacon
trade a thick belly is essential. In this case the back and loin are
removed as well as the ham, and of the part left for curing, the
the streak), and flank obviously form a very high proportion. In this
c:lse one ctul appreciate that the thickness of t}le belly is all impor-
tant, and tiat the tlicker back fat which is associated with it,
although undesirable, is not tle major problem that it is in the case
of lean sizeable Wiltshire bacon. In fact as Callovr' has showl in his
recenfly published paper in the Emlire Journal of Expetimental
Agrirulturc on " Carcase Quality in Relation to Growth and Diet "
the lirmness of fat which is required for ttre Midland ham trade is
only obtained from a well Iattened pig. To insist, however, on a
Midlald standard of belly a.nd a Wiltshire stan<lard of back fat
GRADE
I II IIIMales 3.22 cm- :t0.03l 3.31 cm. +O.O2Z g.B8 cm. +O.O3g
Females 3.49 cm. +0.019 3.6? cm. +O.O4O 9.66 cm. *0.059
I
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would, from the evidence just submitted, seem to be asling the
British producer to do something which is not demanded oI his
Danish competitors and which is biologically very difficult to achieve.
It is not here suggested that the measurement for belly thickness
should be done away with. As Dr. Hammond has pointed out, the
streak should be as thick as possible but it is the relation of this to
the rhickress of the back fat ll-hich, under present conditions, seems
to be uneven.
It has been said tlat it is not the thickress of streak rvhich is
dificult to obtain but rather the required thinness of back fat. This,
hou'ever, is begging the question, as it is not the actual belly measure-
ment which matters but its relation to the back fat.
Should the price situation be such that a profit can onlv be
obtained Irom Grade A pigs, and at present bacon prices it doei not
seem possible to obtain one from Grade C pigs, then on the present
grading standards there is no likelihood of producing tire 100 per
cent. of Grade A pits necessary to make that profit.
There now remains to be considered the more general problem
of whether the pig oI typical bacon conformation actually costs
more to produce than one of a recogrrised pork or lard tlpe. Here
the el-idence is a little conflicting. According to theoretical con-
siderations arising from t}te very valuable investigations into gro\ath
and carcase conformation recently carried out bv Harnmond, the
best Rpe of bacon carcase is achieved by the use of a late-maturing
type oI pig which is pushed on in the early stages of grosth to maki
as rapid gains as possible. Now it is generally imagined that because
heary feeding leads to greater <laily gains, and because, therefore,
the maintenance requirements of the pig is reduced, the amount oI
food consumed per lb. of live weight tain must be less. Actually,
howercr, it is Iound that lighter feeding leads, as would be expected,
to slower gro$th, but also to a more economical use of food. Find-
ings to this effect v'ere obtained by Henry and llorrison in America,
and by workers at the Rowett Research Institute in this country.
On the other hand it is known that grouth in the early stages is
made at the expense of a smaller aEount of food than later on,
because muscle tissue contains so much more water than fat. Yet
this is countered once again bl, the fact that the high percentage of
protein ingredients required in the food of young pigs makes the
ration more exlxnsive than is required in the finishing stages. From
thes€ somewhat confusing considerations uhat conclusions can we
draw ? Perhaps the best answer is to refer to two of the few cases
where data on both quality and economy of food consunption have
been recorded. The first case relates to a report of an American
Testing Station, published in 1932 (see Table II). In ttris case 20
pens of groups ol four pigs each were recorded so that ttre total con-
suBption of food was krown and so that the total retail value of the
meat was also ascertained. The differencc between food cost and
seiling value is not the exact net profit, but it is obviously closely
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TABLE I
MEAsuRElaENTs oF D.A.I\llsH aND SwEDtsg BAcoN prcs
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Minimum belly measuremeDts uEder EDglish CoDtract gr-ading-
GR^DE A, 1.5 iDches GRADE C, 1.25 incbes
GR DE B, 1.375 inches GtaADE D, 1.0 iaches
Rclarionsh;p of ,o Jeeding .os, anil carcase quality.
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TABLE III
DANTSE TEsrrNo St^TroNs, lg34
P.is hadng ,ror. lldn l3 poin s oal ol 15 fo" baro* t)?c.






























related to it. When a table is made showing the gross profit, the
value oI food consumed per l00lb. gain and thi value of the carcase,
an interesting relationship will be found. The profit is found to be
almost exactlv proportional to the efficiency of food consumption , and
not to the value of the carcase. In fact, the pen with tlie highest
profit (No. l) was only third from the bottom (42s. 8d.) so far as
carcase was concemed. fn this case some strains have been good
both from the point of view of food consumption and quality, ihile
others have been good in one direction and not in the other.- kofit,
however, has almost entirely depended on economr.of food consump
tion.
A second, ard for our purpose, much more sietrificant examDle is
to be found in the case of the Danish Testing Stitions for last year.
From thes€ results have been selected all pens-u'hich have scored;er
13 poinLs out of 15 for bacon quality (*e Table III). The average
for all pens tested is about 12.6'poinis. The avera,qe amount of {ojd
consumed by these pens has been compared with ihe avera,ee Ior all
p9ns. tesledr From Table III it will be seen that those preis which
obtained highest marks for bacon quatity have also a fisure for
economy of food consumption definitely ibor.e the averale. The
actual amount means a saving of about Ig lb. of food oer pis
or something like ts. Bd. to ls. "od. at pr"r"ni .oit o1 f".airilt,ii?l
Comparing the American and Danish results with one another it
does not_seem as if they were in atreement. The data from Danish
sour-ces, howe-ver, correspond more closelv to our o$r conditions, as
thickness of back fat is the main criterion of qualiw follou.ed br.
length of .middle, and thickness of streak. It ij possible, too, thai
the American pig-s were much more heterogeneoui in type and had
not been selected over such a long period. Takine th'e available
evidence it would seem that a typeif'pig similar to"that which has
supptied the be-st foreign importi in the'past is more profitable to
feed than the less suitable t!pe, and thire is amole er'idence to
which I have not time to alludi here, that from the'point of view of
fecundity it is as good as any.
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Cotrlusiott
To rcturn to the question asked in the title of my paper, " Does
It Pay to Produce Grade A Pigs ? " mv reply would be as follows :
(l) Under present conditions where the contract price depends on
the price of bacon and where the price of bacon remains so low, the
extra return from a Grade A pig is not sufficient to cancel the loss
involved in a basic pig.
(2) The present standard oI belly measurement is too severe and
out of proportion to the demands of the market I'hich we are trying
to develop. The percentaSe of Grade A pigs produced is therefore
small and the effort and capital involved in providing stock and
accommodation to produce them does not meet with an adequate
return,
(3) Given a reasonable standard for a Grade A pig its production
will give a more economical return than a pig of poor ty?e. If the
Pigs and Bacon Marketing Boards can secure the adjustment of the
price of bacon which will be to their mutual advantage and which
will make the price oI a Grade C pig not less than the cost o{ produc-
tion, and if they can reach a rather more reasonable understanding
on the question of the contract grading terms, then t}le production
of Grade A pigs will certainly be a paying proErsition.
As development of the pig industry in this country can only come
from increased production of bacon, and bacon of Grade A quality
at that, I consider it incumbent on every pig producer in the country
to give his fullest support to the Marketing Scheme in the hope a.nd
belief that it r.ill remain in active operation till these improvements
are achieved.
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DISCUSSION
Earl, Radnor, in opening the discussion, said that he had been
greatly helped by the bacon factory in problems oI pig production.
He stressed the point made by Mr. Law that mara€ement at the
hands of the pigman was all important. Care and individual attention
were quite essential to success. Breeding was a most important
point. The Pig Industry Council were agreed that strain uithin the
Dzeed rvas more important than breed itself.
In regard to belly measurements he gathered that the meeting
would like to abolish them altogether. He was not rn favour of
troublesome restrictions, but the curers would probably have strong
views about this matter.
Belly measurements were not the whole story, however; he
regarded weight of shoulder as a point that needed great attention.
He suggesLed that bad management could give rise to a distended
belly and a slack pig u as muc-h inferior to one having a level under-
line. Pigs having a:traight underline were also more healthy. In
dealing with llr. Lan''s point that we must reta.in some shou.lder to
get constitution, he suggested that what was wanted was a shoulder
that was rvell let in. This conformation gave lightness with constitu-
tion.- To encourage eager feeding his pigs r.r'eri kept on half rations
one dal a rveek. This made r hem clean up welJ for iweek afterwards.
The l0 minutes allowed by Mr. Law for the pigs to clear up appeard
to be rather a short period; he preferred to give them 20 minutes,
Dr. C. Croulher, Harpt Adams Collegc, proposed to discuss only
nutrirional problems. He suggesred rhatiheiewasat present a greai
lack of information as ro \.r'here to get the proper pigs. -A comprehen-
slve system oI recording was wanted to enable us to obtain the tlpe of
p-ig required. There was also need Ior an intensive study of tle pig
diseases that played such havoc with production. Pig production wai
not simply a matter of scienrific feeding; management was all
important.
-_He stressed the advantage tbal the Danes possessed in separatedmilk. If we had the mitk rve could grow the pigs. He sutgested
that this marrer was one for joint consideration bf the pigs iid the
Milk Boards. In his opirion we knew as much, if iot more", than the
Danes about feedhg pigs without milk. In referring to Mr. Law,s
advocacy of fish meal, Dr. Cror,-ther stated that he ;dd obtain as
good results, and cheaper, by using extracted soya meal, but he
must have minerals, o{ which limeitone and salt were the chief .
Since-soya meal is deficient in Vitamin A a handful of green stuff
must be given, or where this is not available, a little cod liier oil. On
this ty?e of feeding the grow"th rate and the quality were quite
satisfacron-. A good average figure for the ratio ofiood io live we'isht
gain was 31. In drafting the grading scheme the psychological facior
26
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had been neglected. It would have been better to begin with a
relatively easy standard and gradually tighten up. The three main
lines o{ research should be (l) the determination of the most econo-
mical growth rate-which need not necessarily be the quickest,
(2) scientific study of quality problems, (3) disease.
Mr. A. E. Matsh, Brieiey Hill, reminded the conference that the
Danes produce only for one trade-the Wiltshire side. In Engtand
there are twelve trades, and in producing the bacon scheme the
attempt had to be made to meet as far as possible all these various
requirements. It would not do to force on the public an article to
which they were not accustomed. Seventy per cent. of the pigs killed
at Brierley Hill were grade A in the belly. The Ulidland trade wanted
a good belly with a back that $'as not too fat. The Danes igrored
belly for the London trade and paid great attention to length. The
result was that English pigs were better bellied than the Danish.
Many English pigs had the back fat thinner on the shoulder than on
the loin. This was the exact inverse of the Danish measurements.
He believed that the Danes were right in keeping their pigs warm and
comfortable. English pigs laid fat on the shoulder to keep themselves
warm !
Mr. Marsh said that producers must support the bacon scheme
if it was to continue, and the quotas should be strictly enforced. IIis
Iactories were at present killing at much less than capacity, Belly
was not so vital except in the l\Iidland trade. Only 50 to 60 per cent.
of English bacon was Wiltshire, but we must watch the interests of
other curers-
Mr. V. C. Fishwicb,Wlte. One reason for the inadequate numbers
of pigs entering the factories was the form of contract. It was
exceedingly difficult to contract fully for the second ha.lf of the
contractint period. Some modification was required and he suggested
monthly deliveries Ior the last 6 months. He could not a6ree that
elaborate housing was necessary for pigs over the greater part of this
country. The pigsmust, of course, be warm anddrywith no draughts.
As a result of his trials he had come to the conclusion that bre€d
made more difference than feeding to the fatness of carcase, although
the quality of the Iat is influenced by {ood. If the tylpe is right, a
Grade A pig is no more expensive to produce than one of lower
quality. He agreed with Earl Radnor as to the advantage of an
occasional fast : he gave his on Sunday afternoons.
Mr. B*sby. In answer to trIr. Fishwick's point on the dificulty
of supplying pigs in the second half of the contract period, stated that
since the Board of Trade fixed their Quota regulations on a one-year
basis the contract had to be Iramed on the same basis.
Mr. J - E. Sidgwich, Esszr, sa.id that 70 per cent. of his pigs were
grade A in the belly but \ /ere too fat on the back. A 4 lb. conversion
factor was not good enough {or him. He kept his pigs on concrete
from start to finish and as a supplementary foodstuff Bave them a
turf to chew.
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M/. J. E. LVilsott, Diss, said that he contracted for 1,000 pigs a
year and confirmed Mr. Marsh's figure that about 70 per cent. had
grade A bellies, but in a recent consignment he had onty 3
grade A pigs out of 200. Since only about half Engtish pigs went for
the Wiltshire trade he suggested that there might be two contracts,
one for the \Viltshire and another for the Midland trade, the latter
requiring thick bellies but being more lenient with back fat. In
retard to feeding, his view was that a high percentate of protein at
the end of the feeding preriod gave leaner pigs and improved grading
results.
Dr. Hammond agceed with trIr. Wilson a.nd said that New Zealand
produced some pigs very thick in the lean. These were kept on grass
and skimmed milk and had a protein supplement (meat meal)
instead of a carbohydrate one.
Dr. Crrutlher warned the audience of the danger of hurrying on
pigs too fast and laying on too much back fat. He considered it was
wisteful to feed high protein rations at the end of the feeding period.
Mr. Lau produced some bacon for Mr. Busby to judge. When
!1r. Busbl' had pronounced one sample to be impossible, a second
very poor, and a third much better but still not good , he was informed
that it was aU Danish. IIr. Busby replied that he had seen some very
poor pigs in Denmark, and warned English producers against turning
out stuff like that displaved which would make British bacon
unsaleable.
Mr. H. Mikhell, Harlou, asked. why length which was regarded
as being so important by breeders received no attention in the
grading. He had recently entered 20 pigs and they differed in length
b1'as much as 9 inches. He mentioned that in order to make up a
consignment he included a " waster " and got Grade A for it.
Eai Radror answering the last speaker said that length was
indirectll, taken into account in the grading.
Chtinnnn's Cotcludittg Remarks. Mr. Fox mentioned a few
farmer's experiments that he had conducted on his own farm. In the
last month of feeding he had fed less than the actual food requirement
and given it in a dry Iorm. The pigs were active and kept down the
track fat.
Another point being tested was to feed only maintenance rations
as the pig approached factory weight. Referring to the shorter
contract -\[r. Fox pointed out its danger, namely that if pork and fat
pig prices were good, pigs would tend to be s€nt to the open market,
and the factories would be on short supply. He went on to state that
the Board would be only too glad to examine suggestions for a
shorter contract that were fair to all concernd.
Sir Menick Burrell in passing a vote of thanks to the Chairman
and speakers assured the meeting that the imPortance of the study
of pig diseases is recognised by the Agricultural Research Council
and active work is proceeding. Owing to the previous neglect of the
subject results must not be expected too quickly.
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